Abstract. Understanding the issue of semantic interoperability will be key in the design of future IoT-devices and cyber physical systems. In this article, we introduce a reference model for the interaction semantics of networking systems to provide the basis for such an understanding. The notions of system, function, information, action, event, interaction, process and meaning are defined in a well suited way bridging the gap between the world of physics, information and meaning. We apply the reference model to classify interaction interfaces and components as well as to define the software layer and the role concept. This provides important elements of a reference architecture to design interoperable IoT-devices and cyber physical systems more easily.
Introduction
What is the meaning of the information sent from one system to another? Does a better understanding of this meaning help us to reduce the necessary effort to achieve semantic interoperability for today's IoT devices?
Under the term "Internet of Things (IoT)", several global synergistic trends are subsumed: There is a dramatic increase in the number of electronic devices, the interconnectivity of each device increases, the interactions with humans and the environment increase and the devices become more and more autonomous. In the past, the exponential growth of the internet was mainly due to semantically agnostic transport protocols like HTTP, FTP, SMTP, etc. The content was mainly processed by humans. Now, IoT puts a vigorous pressure on including also machines in the human interaction networks.
Our contribution is a "conceptual framework for understanding significant relationships among the entities of networking systems, based on a small number of unifying concepts" [1] . We present a reference model in this sense for the interaction semantics of networking systems. The ultimate goal of this paper is to bridge the gap between the world of physics, information and the human sphere of meaning. We would like to measure our model by its conceptual sparseness, its fit to other important models, its consistency and the practical usefulness of the derivable entities and their relations for software engineering of networking applications.
Preliminaries
Elements and functions are denoted by small letters, sets and relations by large letters, and mathematical structures by large calligraphic letters. The compo-nents of a structure may be denoted by the structure's symbol or, in case of enumerated structures, index as subscript. The subscript is dropped if it is clear to which structure a component belongs.
Character sets are assumed to be enumerable if not stated otherwise. For any character set A, A := A ∪ { } where is the empty character. If not stated otherwise, characters can be vectors. If A = A 1 ×· · ·×A n then A = A 1 ×· · ·×A n . The power set of A is ℘(A).
Other work
The need for a better understanding of the problem of semantic interoperability can be read off the many current efforts to create reference models dealing with interoperability issues in the IoT space (e.g. [2, 3, 4] ).
This article touches many rather fundamental issues of informatics. We have the impression that there is a broad consensus about the definitions of physical state quantities, systems and information. However already the transition from the general system definition to more specific versions has created a plethora of different approaches, especially for reactive systems or processes.
Petri nets were introduced [5] to describe asynchronous information flow in analogy to physical flow determined by conservation laws. Although this basic assumption turned out to be false, Petri nets have been studied and extended in great detail (e.g. [6] , for an overview). However, Petri nets play no role in our reference model.
The attempt to describe business processes as so called "event-driven process chains" [7] has been proven to be difficult to formalize [8] .
There have been many attempts to classify interactions by message exchange patterns (e.g. [9, 10, 11, 2] ), communicative acts (e.g. [12, 13] ), or transaction patterns [14, 15] . Typically, one-(e.g. notification) and two-way patterns (e.g. request-response) are specified. These approaches neglect the important role of the interaction context (see section 4).
There are many algebraic approaches to describe processes which are based on named actions (for a recent overview, see [16] ). All these calculi have in common, that their semantics is provided by transition systems where each transition label is interpreted as the name of the action causing the state change. An interaction becomes the simultaneous execution of equally named actions. As a result, an important difference to the presented approach with anonymous actions but named I/O-characters is the different support for describing composition behavior. As the names of the actions are arbitrary, they do not help to express the fact that some transitions may refer to the same action, but only from a different perspective/projection. Additionally, with named actions, the second -internal -coupling mechanism for protocol roles of the same system gets lost [17] .
There are very interesting parallels between games and process interactions [18, 19, 20, 21] . As game theory is a mathematical theory of social interaction, any theory of interaction semantics should clarify its relation to game theory.
As there are so many different approaches to describe systems in their different flavors, there are many different reference models with the aim to facilitate interoperability. Very influential had been the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) basic reference model [22] . It already referred to interactions to qualify horizontal versus vertical component relations. But without a clear concept of interaction semantics it remained too simplistic. It is not a declarative issue which entities reside in which layer, but a semantic one. However, one could view our reference model as an advancement on the ideas of the OSI-model, supplemented by sound semantic concepts.
Another prominent reference model had been the so called "service oriented architecture (SOA)" [23, 1] . However, at no place within SOA the service definition refers to its transformational behavior [9, 24] . Thus, from our point of view, the semantics of a "SOA-service" is not well defined. Additionally, the bipartition in service "provider" and "consumer" is inadequate to describe the interaction of networking systems in their different roles.
The DIN SPEC 91345 Reference Architecture Model Industrie 4.0 (RAMI4.0) [3] demands that the architectural style of the industry 4.0 stack should be "service-oriented". Unfortunately, no layering criterion is provided for the proposed "layers" which are actually rather aspects. To clarify the distinction between the "service" and the "protocol" concept the DIN SPEC 16593 RM-SA [2] was written. However, it suffers from the semantic vagueness of the SOA-model and its proposed conceptualization seems to be unnecessarily ad hoc.
Currently, the concept of representational state transfer (REST) [25] is often positioned as a simpler variant of SOA. It can be viewed as the attempt to transfer the principles of the HTTP-protocol, stateless communication together with semantic agnostics, onto the interactions of networking applications. However, the proposed statelessness directly contradicts the core insight of our model of interaction semantics that loosely coupled interactions are stateful.
And surely, language philosophy has a long tradition to reflect on the concept of meaning. In modern times, it was the late L. Wittgenstein who stressed the function of language as a tool for interaction. P. Grice [26] emphasized the interactive character of meaning by noting that to understand an utterance is to understand what the utterer intended to convey -and that what has been traditionally understood as its "meaning" is only loosely related to that. Quite recently, K.M. Jaszczolt proposed that to understand the concept of meaning one has to investigate "not the language system and its relation to context but principally the context of interaction itself, with all its means of conveying information" ( [27] pp.12-13).
Systems and information

Signals and information
Our unified description of the things in the physical, the information and the human world is based on the system notion. The system notion rests on time dependent properties s : T → D mapping time T onto some value domain D. This can be a position, a velocity, a current, etc.
We take the informatics point of view [28, 29] if we disregard the concrete values of pressure or voltage as such, but take interest only in the values of these quantities as they can be distinguished. This comes at the cost that we have to name these distinguishable values somehow. But we gain the ability to talk about the "something" that can be transported between state quantities of different sorts and processed in a somewhat abstract, mathematical way: information.
We use the term "state quantity" for the physical entities and the term "signal" for the same entities viewed through the informatics glasses. We call the value domain of a signal an "alphabet" and its elements "characters".
Simple systems
In line with current system theory (e.g. [30, 31] ) we speak of a system if the relation between signals can be described by a function f . It's this signal mapping functionality that is system constitutive, allows for provable system borders, and thereby separates the world into an inside and an outside. It also gives us a defined composition behavior of systems to super systems.
The structure of T , D and f allows to classify systems. The time domain T can be discrete or continuous. D can be finite, infinite or can allow only atomic elements versus sets, etc. f can be computable, finite, analytic, allow for causality, etc.
In the following we will assume a discrete time scale, signals representing only single values and a computable functionality with the special property that the mapping between the signals can be reduced to a mapping between signal values at two consecutive points in time. We thereby gain a simple time scale and causality. We usually will mean this mapping with the term "system function". Definition 1. A simple (discrete) system S is defined as S = (T, succ, Q, I, O, q, in, out, f ), where Q is a non-empty alphabet and I and O are possibly empty alphabets. The signals (q, in, out) : T → Q × I × O are said to form a simple system for time step (t, t = succ(t)) if they are aggregated by a partial function f :
Each system has its own time structure T = (T, succ) where T is the enumerable set of all time values and succ : T → T is the successor function. For an infinite number of time values, T can be identified with the set of natural numbers N. In the finite case, succ(t max ) is undefined.
The system function need not be a total function, as it only has to be defined for all possibly occurring combinations of (q(t), i(t)) and not all combinations.
We can describe the behavior of such systems by simple I/O-transition systems (e.g [17, 32] ).
and ∆ A is the smallest possible set such that for each time
The transition relation ∆ A is the graph of the system function f S . We call the behavior of a system (or the system itself) that does not depend on any internal state, that is with |Q A | = 1, stateless and otherwise stateful.
We call the application of a system's function an action. An action is therefore the transition (i, o, p, q) happening in the context of the deterministic transition relation
An example for a simple system is an iterator which has an internal state holding the current number and whose system function reacts to a single input character with an increment of the internal state and a mapping of the internal state to the output state.
Processes or reactive systems
The systems according to Def. 1 transform their complete input and internal state into a new internal state and output in one step.
However, reactive systems or processes get their input from more than one other system, and provide their output to multiple other systems. So, the difference between reactive systems and simple systems is not that they do not compute a function, as it is sometimes stated (e.g. [33] ), but that they operate only on parts of their inputs and maps them only on parts of their outputs and are therefore capable to interact with multiple systems in an ongoing and nondeterministic way.
To model reactive systems, we allow input and output signals to represent the empty value , that is, (q, in, out) : T → Q × I × O . Second, we require the input signal to be at least two-dimensionally, whereby for each point in time there is exactly one non-empty component of the input signal. And third we require that a reactive system shows a nondeterministic behavior with respect to a single input component.
The transition relation ∆ A of a behavior defining transition system A of a reactive system S therefore relates to the extended input and output alphabets
According to our third requirement, its projection onto the k-th input component ∆ (k) ⊆ I k ×O ×Q×Q is not allowed to represent the graph of any function g :
, and ∆ A is the smallest possible set such that for each time pair
∆ A is a projection of the graph of the system function f S . A direct consequence of the third requirement is the following proposition: Proposition 1. A reactive system S behaves stateful.
Proof. We have to show that we need |Q S | ≥ 2 to describe the behavior of a reactive system. Let us assume that |Q S | = 1. Then there is a function g : I S → O S with g(i) = f (i, q) for all i ∈ I and q ∈ Q. And because the elements of I equal in all but one component, g can be partitioned into g 1 , . . . , g n where
for all i ∈ I , representing a deterministic behavior with respect to these components, invalidating our third requirement.
Transitions that from an interaction perspective seem to occur completely spontaneously could be modeled by an internal tick signal.
For reactive systems or processes the knowledge of the transition relation from an interaction perspective does not suffice to define a transition function, mapping elements on elements. In the context of such a nondeterministic transition relation we therefore name a transition an "event".
Interactions
In the proposed model, systems interact by producing the value of the "sender" system's output signal onto the "receiver" system's input signal at defined times. Following [34] , we call such a signal coupling a "Shannon channel". 
The components of in and out referenced by Idx form a channel for T , if for all t ∈ T and (k, l) ∈ Idx holds in k (t) = out l (t).
In our further considerations we assume the idealized case, where the coupled input and output signal components are just identical. We then speak about an "idealized Shannon channel".
In the framework of transition systems, an interaction requires us to declare two attuned transitions, where the output character of the "sending" transition equals the input character of the "receiving" transition. This external coupling mechanism formally relies on identical names for the "exchanged" values, mirroring the concept of the theory of information transport. Thereby a product automaton is created whose transition relation is restricted by the information exchange mechanism, as is described in detail in [17] .
System interaction may lead to super system formation in case a super ordinated system function becomes identifiable. This always happens if two actions are coupled in this way but not necessarily for two coupled events. Based on the composition structure of computable functionality [35] , we distinguish the following cases of system composition [17] : sequential and parallel system composition, loop composition and while composition. Please note, that this understanding implies that it does not make sense to speak about interactions between systems and their eventual subsystems.
Interestingly, for simple systems, the coupling idealized Shannon channels disappear in the description of the resulting super systems, while for reactive systems these idealized Shannon channels are essential for their description.
Semantics
The focus on distinguishability created information that could be transported between systems. Thus, we can say that the theory of information aims at system interactions. But not everything that is distinguishable is of the same significance for the interaction. Actually, the ancient Greek word σημαντικός (semantikos) meant "significant". In our opinion, a theory of interaction semantics must at least account for The requirement to remain consistent with the theory of information entails at least two consequences. First, the semantics of exchanged characters must be invariant against renaming. That is, the character names themselves do not carry any semantics beyond their distinguishability. Second, as all that is transported is information, meaning cannot be transported. Instead, we propose a theory of local semantics where meaning is attributed to a signal value as a character by processing, that is by its transformation in a given context.
We approach the definition of the meaning of a character by applying Leibniz substitution principle. What has to be the case that we can substitute one character for another one in an interaction?
Definition 5. The meaning of the input character i ∈ I A at p within the behavior description A is the result set of the indexed function mng p :
We also write (A, p) |= i. Two characters have the same meaning i ∼ p i for a given receiver state p if mng p (i) = mng p (i ). To interpret an incoming character i means to calculate one element of mng p (i). The size of mng p (i) is the scope for interpretation. We call ∆ the context of interpretation.
Then the following substitution proposition becomes trivial.
Proposition 2. Within an interaction step, a sender S can substitute a character i by a character i if i ∼ p i holds for the current state p of the receiver R. It can be substituted in the complete interaction off i ∼ p i holds for every p ∈ Q R .
Def. 5 could naturally be extended to the -closure, that is, all pairs (o, q) that can be produced without any new input character.
Please note, that with this definition, we only define the meaning of the incoming characters. The resulting output characters become meaningful only for some other receiving system, for example in a protocol.
Compositionality
The semantics of formal languages is usually strictly compositional, as the meaning of the composite-entities can be deduced entirely from the meaning of the parts down to some predefined semantic "atoms". In the interaction semantics this is only the case within a given transition relation, the interpretation context.
We define the meaning of two consecutive characters
To determine the meaning of the character concatenation mng p (i 1 .i 2 ) from the meaning of the parts, that is from mng p (i 1 ) and mng q1 (i 2 ), the operator must contain the knowledge that equal names of the state values in mng p (i 1 ) and the index state value q 1 of mng q1 (i 2 ) refer to identical state values -which is part of convention underlying the description of the transition relation. So we have the following proposition:
Proposition 3. The meaning of received single characters as well as the composed meaning of concatenated characters depends on the context of interpretation.
So, from a semantic point of view, any change in context becomes interesting. This is the case if we change our perspective, that is our projection under which we look at a system, either by looking from a different perspective, or by looking at it in its entirety. The meaning of flipping a switch is definitively different if it relates only to a flashing red light or, in addition, to some detonating explosive.
An interesting aspect of this definition of compositional meaning is that completely different character sequences might have identical meanings, that is, result in the same output character sequences and final state.
Significance: equivalence partition of the transition relation
We propose to capture the concept of significance with the model of equivalence class construction. Actually, the condition of having equal meaning already creates an equivalence partition. So, the concept of meaning imposes a compatibility condition on any additional equivalence relation. Fig. 1. This Fig. shows the equivalence classes of a simple tank model with the partly redundant state {empty, f illed, f ull} × {0, . . . , max} and the two function δ1 = f ill and δ2 = take. f ill adds dx to x until x = max and take takes dx away until x = 0. dx in the context f ill means that some content is added, while dx in the context of take means that some content is taken away.
Definition 6. An equivalence partition {∆ l } of ∆ A is compatible with the meaning of the input characters, if for all i, i ∈ I with (i, o, p, q) ∈ ∆ k and i ∼ p i also (i , o, p, q) ∈ ∆ k holds.
We show the consequences with two examples.
Example: equivalence partition for deterministic transition relations
In case of deterministic transition relations, we say that the meaning of the input characters is unambiguously determined as the scope for interpretation is one.
Any equivalence partition of a deterministic I/O-transition relation results in disjoint deterministic I/O-subrelations, each defining a transition function
Combining the external part of these equations with data typing we arrive at the current object oriented way of describing state transitions of "objects" (or abstract data types) whose syntax is in many object oriented programming languages more or less outputParameters = objectName.method(inputParameters).
Partitioning the internal state into a mode component that signals a certain class of behavior and a rest component that parameterizes this behavior Q = Q mode × Q rest , results in a partitioned transition function: (o, q) = δ l (i, p) = δ l (i, p mode , p rest ) = δ lp mode (i, p rest ). Such a partition is called "state pattern" in the object oriented community [36] . It can be used for generic bottom-up events in a leveled architecture. See Fig. 1 for an example.
Proposition 4. Input characters with the same meaning deliver the same results in the sub-functions defined by some meaning compatible equivalence relation on a deterministic ∆ A Proof. Be t, t ∈ ∆ A with t ∼ t and ∼ is compatible with ∼ p . Then there is a subrelation ∆ k defining the function δ k with t, t ∈ ∆ k . From i ∼ p i it follows that, in addition to (i, p) and (i , p ), (i , p) must also be in the domain of δ k and
Exceptions: If, for whatever reason, we want to stick to our deterministic point of view even in case of a nondeterministic transition relation, we can partition this relation into a deterministic part, signifying the desired transition function and an exceptional part, signifying the undesired rest. 
There is a set of conditions operating on the internal rest state and the parameters of the incoming documents Cond : Q rest ×P rm → {true, f alse}.
Leaving prm o unconsidered, we can construct a partition function part as
Thereby we can write for each equivalence class: Clearly the following proposition holds.
Proposition 5. Every nondeterministic system interaction based on the system model of section 3.3 can be modeled according to the schema of Eq. 1.
The semantic compatibility condition demands that characters with equal meaning must belong to the same class of input documents, or formally
Classes of interfaces
We follow the definition of an interface as the shared boundary across which two separate systems exchange information.
Interfaces in this sense can be technically classified according to the direction of the flow of information: unidirectional and bidirectional. And, we can classify them according to properties of the sender's and receiver's transformational behavior that are of direct relevance for their syntactical representation in modern programming languages. Namely along the 3 dimensions determinism and statefulness of the receiver and synchronicity of the sender [37] .
In bidirectional interactions we distinguish two main interaction classes: Symmetric: the participants behave according to the same criteria if they are in the sender and receiver role, respectively. The most relevant combination is "mutual hinting" where all interaction parties behave nondeterministically and statefully as receiver and asynchronously as sender. Asymmetric: the factors attributed to the systems as sender or receiver are different. The most relevant combination is "use + observation": A user behaves synchronously as sender and nondeterministically as receiver and the used system behaves deterministically as receiver.
Classes of unidirectional Interfaces
As backward communication is irrelevant for unidirectional interfaces, we can disregard any synchronicity. Pipes just couple the output of a simple system to the input of another simple system. Thereby pipes provide the means for sequential and parallel system coupling in the sense of [17] . To be complete, a pipe mechanism must be able to fork and join pipes. Observation denotes an information flow from an (observed) system to an (observer) system where the sender system makes no assumptions at all on the determinism and statefulness of the receiver system.
Classes of bidirectional interfaces
It is very important to note that in bidirectional interactions the semantic symmetry or asymmetry between the interaction partners is much more important than the flow of information. Or, to put it differently, the flow of information as such does not determine the semantic direction of the interaction relation! Operations are directed interfaces, representing asymmetric interactions. In this case the transition relation represents a (partial) function and we can write as usual:
Within a traditional instruction based program, after successful computation of an operation, the control flow picks the next operation in the program. From a compositional perspective a call of an operation results in a trivial recursive loop system with one iteration step in the sense of [17] .
Thus, operations semantically represent mathematical functions with a special composition behavior, still providing the freedom to choose the implemented algorithm but no "loose coupling" in the sense as protocols do. Due to their asymmetric interaction character, operations provide a natural mean to express hierarchical component relations.
Objects in the object oriented sense with operations encapsulating data are simple systems in the sense of definition 1. This encapsulation determines the meaning of the input data completely and therefore represents a very strong semantic determination. Operations with exceptions are created if we partition an actually nondeterministic transition relation into a deterministic and a rest part. Most modern programming languages provide syntactical means for handling desired -deterministic -versus exceptional -nondeterministic -behavior, for example by try-catch-clauses where the deterministic part is described as an operation and the exceptional behavior as an event mechanism, modifying the control flow of the calling component. Remote operations take advantage of the fact that the functions of serialization and deserialization of data, transport, data processing and waiting can be concatenated into one function which can then be represented by a "remote" operation. An important difference between remote and local operations is the nondeterminism introduced by the imponderables of the data transport, requiring additional so called "remote exceptions", for example for time outs.
Protocols arise if reactive systems interact without supersystem creation. According to Holzmann [38] , Scantlebury and Bartlett [39] introduced this term in 1967.
To represent the concept of a "successful" cooperation, it is necessary to refer to additional acceptance rules based on an acceptance component added to the I/O-transition system, creating traditional Mealy automata or transducers in case all sets are finite. We call such an automaton a role of a reactive system or process. Protocols therefore can be described by product automata where the interacting roles are coupled by Shannon channels [40] . Protocols have to fulfill certain conditions: They have to be well formed in the sense that there are no open channels and all sent characters are processed. This can be expressed with relation to the meaning of all sent characters: Proposition 7. A protocol is well formed if the meaning of all sent characters of all involved roles is well defined.
Protocols also have to be consistent in the sense that for each reachable protocol state the protocol acceptance condition must hold, that is, deadlocks, livelocks and starvation have to be avoided. See Fig. 2 for an example.
Protocols are very much like games [21] . While protocols focus solely on the interactions, within a game, the actions of the players are determined by their decisions. The relation between protocol and games can be used to refine the decision notion. Combining both approaches, we could for example say that an order puts the seller into the position to decide about entering into a delivery contract. The order together with a positive decision results in an order confirmation. Both characters together mean that the seller incurs the commitment to deliver the good. To sensibly speak about a decision, the interaction has to leave room for interpretation, it has to be nondeterministic. It doesn't make sense to speak of decisions of a system that just provides a deterministic mapping, that is, a function within an interaction. [32] ). Both, train and controller have the state values Q = {away, wait, bridge}. The train's input alphabet Itrain = {go} is the controller's output alphabet and the train's output alphabet Otrain = {arrived, lef t} is the controller's input alphabet. It's the controller's task to coordinate both trains such that at most one train will enter the bridge at a given time.
A protocol is best understood as a signaling game in the sense of P. Grice [26] where all participants give each other mutual hints and rely on the fact that they will be appropriately understood. As P. Grice pointed out we can distinguish between an assumed semantics of the sender and the actual semantics of the receiver. As both relate to the processing of the receiver, they can be easily compared: we name an unintended mismatch a misconception or a misunderstanding, depending on whether the sender or the receiver made the fault. And we name an intentionally precipitated mismatch a deception.
Describing protocol based interactions with an imperative programming language, we usually refrain from explicitly describing what the receiver does by typed operations in the sender's program. If we did, we would actually have to use operations which map values to sets of values which leads to exponential complexity with the number of possible alternatives in each interaction step. Instead we only use transport functionality whose semantic guarantees do not specify the processing context for the transported information. Due to our lack of attributing any action to the sent information, we intuitively name these documents not with verbs, but with nouns: request, confirmation, order, etc.
Components
Components are supposed to be building blocks which easily fit together (e.g. [41, 42] ). For the construction of computational systems this implies:
1. A component must combine the characteristics of its I/O relation and its composition behavior in a sensible way. Two components might comprise the same functionality but may differ in their composition behavior like operations and pipes. 2. Recursive interactions in a general loop or while sense, creating complex recursive functionality, do not follow any simple composition scheme and should be avoided on the level of components. Components thereby mark a systematic border of complexity, where any functionality that is created by general recursion moves into the component's innards. Allowed is sequential and parallel composition as well as the trivial one-step loop composition of an operation call.
Thus, components should sensibly be classified according to both: their classes of interfaces and their composition behavior.
Software layers
Although the layer notion is very important in software engineering, as is demonstrated by the impact of the OSI-model [22] , we are not aware of any attempt to deduce this notion from a system interaction model. We think that a statement "component A resides in software layer n" has to be provable and that the interaction semantics show us the right direction.
First we note that the system-subsystem relation is not appropriate for comprising the layer semantics of software applications as there simply is no interaction between a system and its subsystems.
Second we note, that unidirectional interactions, although defining an interaction direction, make any classification into "horizontal" versus "vertical" an arbitrary convention. It are the bidirectional system interactions with their semantic symmetry or asymmetry which enable the very important distinction between "horizontal" and "vertical"-or "directed" versus "undirected".
Hierarchical interactions: use and observation
The most important asymmetric interaction contains two different components. The top-down component is deterministic and synchronous and is represented by operations, that is, traditional API-calls. The bottom-up component is characterized by an event semantic, enabling the semantically superior entities to observe the behavior of the semantically subordinated entities.
The very important consequence is that a traditional API-call (no matter of whether local or remote) then becomes a formal indicator for stepping into a lower semantic layer. Without a bottom-up event mechanism, explicit APIcalls become necessary to signal state changes "upwards", and the significance of API-calls as a formal indicator for layering gets lost.
Non-hierarchical interactions: mutual hinting by protocols
In the symmetric case, the interaction parties behave identical with respect to their determinism, statefulness and synchrony, resulting in eight theoretical possible combinations. But, only one combination really makes sense. All parties acting deterministically is only possible with an additional clock-tick. And even then, this results in complex recursive functionality which we would like to avoid on a component level. We have already proven that reactive systems behave statefully. And the general requirement to behave synchronously as sender is in conflict with the general ability of nondeterministically acting partners to transit spontaneously. So, in symmetric interactions all interaction parties usually behave nondeterministically and statefully as receiver and asynchronously as sender.
Interestingly, in this sense the so called "three-tier-architecture" separating presentation-, logic-, and persistence management is not a layered architecture, if the interaction between them is designed as protocols. Instead it is a partition of a complex task into three equally important complementary reactive components interacting on eye level.
Conclusion
We proposed a reference model for the interaction semantics of networking systems. It uses very little ad hoc assumptions and fits nicely to the model of systems that is consensus in system theory, to the model of information, to the theory of reactive systems and to the protocol model. Also, the kinship to game theory is obvious.
We propose a local model of semantics with the key understanding that semantics is not somehow transported but is attributed by processing within a given context. Semantic interoperability means that the processing of the information that the systems exchange has to be aligned according to a superordinate context of interaction.
Our reference model is also expressive as with its classification of interactions based on semantic criteria, it paves the way towards an "interaction oriented architecture" of applications, with provable software layers and process-level roles. The challenge, such an interaction oriented architecture should take up is the fact that seemingly small changes in a process' interactions may result in major changes of the composition structure of its system function. The resulting high efforts to change affected nodes currently seems to hinder the scaling of our system design with the size of the interaction networks.
We think that one approach to this challenge will be not to formulate the process semantic top layer as an executable operation but to view it as a coordination problem, where a process is a coordination of its different roles. Then, we might achieve a reuse of role implementations with conservation of all role-based guarantees and thereby become more robust in our process implementations against changes in the interactions. It seems to us that the coordination could become an equally important area of informatics as computability.
As an outlook we think that it will be very interesting to study coordination problems where the coordination conditions by themselves do not result in determinism but still leave some degree of freedom usable for other, more qualitative optimizations by some game theoretic mechanisms.
